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Owner’s Manual Operating Instructions



Contents Congratulations to the purchase of your new paraglider and thank you for choosing Skywalk. We have no doubts that you will enjoy every single flight-minute with your SKYWALK HYPE. This manual, our „Hype-Primer“, will assist you in getting to know your paraglider quickly and easily. If you have any questions, remarks or suggestions for improvement don’t hesitate to contact us by fax, email or phone. The following instructions will help to maintain your HYPE in excellent condition and to use it safely. Thus, you will have fun with your Skywalk HYPE for a very long time.



Arne Wehrlin Armin Harich Ralf Grösel Manfred Kistler Thomas Allertseder Jürgen Kraus f.l.t.r.
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Chapter 1 - Description



Specifications



The Skywalk HYPE is a paraglider which is easy to fly and recommended for beginners and intermediate pilots. With its pleasant handling, high security standards and optimized flight capacity paragliding will become pure pleasure.



Type



S



M



L



XL



Number of cells



44



44



44



46



Wing-span projected (m )



9,35



9,8



10,2



10,7



The basic shape of the Sywalk HYPE is elliptical with a slight swept-back form. 12 double cells are suspended on 24 profiles. Between 2 double cells each there are 2 diagonal fingerribs with 1 non-suspended profile each.



Surface projected (m )



21,3



23,3



25,5



27,5



Aspect ratio projected



4,1



4,1



4,1



4,1



Wing-span displayed (m )



11,03



11,52



11,98



12,62



Surface displayed (m )



24,3



26,5



28,7



31



Aspect ratio displayed (m )



5,01



5,01



5,02



5,1



Line diameter mm



1,5/1,2/1,0



1,5/1,2/1,0



1,5/1,2/1,0



1,5/1,2/1,0



Line length (m)



6,5



6,7



6,9



7,2



Canopy weight (kg)



5,8



6,0



6,2



6,4



Auth. Starting-Weight (kg)



65-85



80-105



95-120



110-170



70-85



85-100



100-115



115-170



2



2



2



This stucture causes a smooth surface, high profile conformity, maximum stability and especially very few line attachment points. Fewer loops means fewer lines. Thus, there is very low remaining resistance which leads to excellent gliding performance. 5 more cells each, of which 2 profiles each are suspended, form a clean tip. The stabilizer causes a balanced turning behaviour. The Skywalk HYPE is a completely new development. From several computer calculated and tested models the very best were selected. The profile shows high stability, soft and kind behaviour after collapses, very easy handling and last but not least suprisingly high performance. Dacron-Reinforcements guarantee high shape rigidity and stability at the profile nose. Integrated Dacron Flares cause a well-balanced distribution of the load at the line attachment points. The wing of the Skywalk HYPE is ventilated by ram air openings on the bottom side of the profil nose. Large crossports in the profiles cause an effective ventilation of all wing-sections, without reducing the profile’s shape.



2



2



* Pilot + 17 kg Equipment.



Recom. Starting-Weight (kg)



At the time of delivery, this paraglider corresponds to all the regulations of the German Paragliding and Delta Association (DHV) or the AFNOR (SHV and Aerotest). Further details of the construction and the measurements are described in the DHV-Type sheet, which ist part of this manual. The measurements of the line elements are listed in the type sheet or in the lineplans. They are measured with 5 kg weight. The DHV measures from the line carabiner to the bottom sail.
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CAUTION: THE TYPESHIELD IS PRINTED ON THE INNER SIDE OF THE STABILO: THE DHV CERTIFICATION STICKER CAN BE FOUND IN A POCKET ON THE MIDDLE PROFILE. DATE AND NAME OF THE PILOT OF THE FIRST FLIGHT HAVE TO BE ENTERED! 05 THE DHV CERTIFICATION STICKER HAS TO BE FIXED TO THE PARAGLIDER!



Line system The lines of the Skywalk HYPE consist of a low-stretch and highly consistant core-cover-construction: The cover consists of coloured polyester, the core of white Polyethylen (Dyneema). The complete line system consists of single line-elements, which are looped and sewn on both ends.



A2 A1



B



C



D Brake



Each Skywalk HYPE has 5 risers on each side. The 2 inner main lines are suspended on the front A-riser, The external A-main line is suspended on the second A-riser. The B-lines and the stabilizer line are suspended on the B-riser. The C-main lines lead to the C-riser The D-main lines lead to the D-riser



The diameter of the A, B, C- and D main lines and of the main brake line are 1,5 mm. The middle elements are 1,2 mm thick. All the top lines and the brake lines are 1,0 mm thick. line-arrangement see page 29 Supporting lines: Top lines (top of the line system), intermediate lines (they unite 2 or 3 toplines) and main lines. These unite 2 - 3 intermediate lines and lead to the carabiner at the riser (maillon rapide which connects the main lines with the riser). The stabilizer lines connect the top stabilizer lines with the carabiner at the riser. There is a mark on the main brake line where the brake handle is fixed. This adjustment should not be changed so that there is enough steering space in extreme flight-situations and at the landing. Furthermore, it should prevent the paraglider from slowing down permanently! For a better differentiation, the A-lines, the stabilizer lines and the A-riser are coloured red. The B-lines, the main brake lines and the brake lines are coloured yellow and all the other lines are blue. The line carabiners are triangular, and rubberized in order to prevent the looped lines from slipping.



IMPORTANT SAFETY AND WARNING ADVICE Flying a paraglider requires maximum caution at all times. Be aware that flying your paraglider is at your own risk. As a pilot you have to guarantee the flying-capability of your paraglider before every single flight. Don’t fly your Skywalk HYPE: beyond the starting-weight range with any engine, except you have a license from the DULV in rainy, snowy and extremely turbulent weather conditions or high winds in clouds or fog Acro Flying is dangerous and not permitted with insufficient experience or training Every pilot is responsible for their own safety and will have to insure that their air vehicle (paraglider) has been checked and serviced for its airworthiness before every start. You can fly your Skywalk HYPE only with a pilot-license that the respective country requires. During its production, your HYPE has passed several thorough quality checks.
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Chapter 2 -



Acceleration System



Chapter 3 -



The Skywalk HYPE can be equipped with a Foot-Acceleration-System. CAUTION THE ACCELERATION SYSTEM EFFECTS THE A-, B- AND C-RISERS. ORIGINALLY, ALL THE RISERS HAVE THE SAME LENTGH: 53 CM ALL OVER.



Harness



The Skywalt HYPE ist licensed to all the certified harnesses of the GH type. Be aware that the level of the suspension changes the relative braking distance. CAUTION: EFFECTIVE CROSS-BRACED HARNESSES EFFECT THE HANDLING DRASTICALLY AND DO NOT LEAD TO HIGHER SAFTEY!



By using the acceleration system the A-riser is shortened 16 cm, the B-riser is shortened 12 cm and the C-riser is shortened 6 cm. The D-riser stays at its original length. Installing the accelerator equipment: Most of the usual harnesses have pulleys for the acceleration system installed. The acceleration line runs from the front through the pulleys at the harness to the top. They are tied to the „Brummel-hooks“ in the right lentgh. With the right adjustment of the acceleration lines, the foot-part can be reached easily with angled feet during flight. By stretching the legs, the complete acceleration space can be used.



Prior to the start the connecting hooks of the foot-accelerator and the acceleration system have to be connected at to riser. Be aware that the accelerating line runs free. Function: With the foot-part of the acceleration system the pilot operates a pulley which reduces the steering force by 50% and shortens the A-, BC-risers.
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Chapter 4 -



Flight Experience and Flight Capacity



Pre-flight check and maintenance: It is important to check your complete paragliding equipement thouroughly before every flight to see if it has any defects. Also check the paraglider after long flights and after long storage. Check thouroughly: all seams at the harness, the joints of the rescue system suspension and the joints of risers. all connecting parts, line locks and the carabiners the brake line knot on the right and left side and follow the brake lines to the Top all the other lines from riser to the canopy all the line attachment points at the canopy the top and bottom sail if it is damaged or perished the Profiles and Crossports from inside DON’T START IF YOU DETECT ANY DEFECTS, EVEN IF THEY ARE MINOR! Contact us or your flight school if you find any damages or irregular wear and tear.



Displaying of the HYPE: If you use your paraglider for the first time we recommend that you do some pull-up-exercises first and try some simple flights at a training site. That way you get used to your HYPE. Simply display (lay out) the canopy so that the leading edge is slightly arched. The middle of the canopy should form the highest point of the paraglider. That way, the A-lines are streched in the middle first while pulling up. The paraglider will fill up evenly which ensures a stable and straight start.



Take Off It is quite easy to launch your Skywalk HYPE. Hold the two A-risers and the brake handles in your hands. For a better orientation and control, the A-lines and the covers at the A-risers are coloured red. The brake lines are coloured yellow and the brake handles are black. In extension to the A-risers, hold your arms streched out sideways and slightly backwards. Before the run-up check the displayed paraglider. Further check the wind direction and the airspace! Pull rapidly and the canopy of the Skywalk HYPE will launch. The canopy will fill fast and reliable. Hold the paraglider straight above your head and run forward. Slown down a little as soon as the upward pull decreases. You can open the unfolded cells by pumping at the affected side. Corrections of the directions that are necessary can be carried out now. Do the control- feeling simultaneous to the control-view. This way you can make sure, that the canopy is opened completely. Don't make your final decision to accelerate or take off until all the disturbances are resolved. Otherwise, stop the take off procedure immediately! At backwards launches and in strong winds, the paraglider can shoot forward stronger as usually and it can take off faster than intended. You can avoid that by running upward the slope after the glider. We recommend to practise this demanding starting technique at a flat slope! If you launch backwards it is advisable to only use the front A-risers. The paraglider then unfolds a little slower and - in strong winds - you don’t have to deal with the full pressure at once.



Separate the line levels carefully and put the risers in order. The brake lines run through the pulley freely to the trailing edge of the paraglider if the risers are not twisted. All lines have to run freely without any knots and twists from the risers to the canopy. During the flight, tied lines often can not be released! Pay attention that no lines get caught at take off. There should be no lines under the canopy at take off! A line-over-canopy case can have fatal consequences! 10
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Turning: The Skywalk HYPE is very maneuverable. It reacts to the piloting impulses directly and without any delays. Simply weight shift enables you to fly very flat curves with a minimal altitude loss. Combined steering technique: Weight shifting and pulling the inner-curve brake line is suitable for an extra fast change of directions. During turning you can control the speed, the curve radius and the cross position by additional braking of the outer-curve side. These parameters can be changed most effectively by pulling on contrasting sides or releasing the brake lines. CAUTION: PULLING THE BRAKE LINES TOO FAR AND TOO FAST CAN CAUSE A DEEP STALL! You will recognise a one-sided stall through high steering pressure and a slight folding of the outer wing section backwards. If that happens you have to release the inner-curve brake immediately. Emergency Piloting: In case the brake lines tear you can pilot and land your HYPE with the D-risers. Active Flying: Active flying means flying in harmony with your paraglider. Anticipate the reactions of your HYPE towards turbulent air and react accordingly, especially in thermal and turbulent conditions. In calm air these reactions will be minimal, but turbulence demands permanent corrections with the brake lines and weight shifting with the harness. Experienced pilots have instinctive reactions. It is important that you always have direct contact to the canopy by slightly pulling the brakes in order to feel the ram air pressure of the paraglider. That way you will realize a reducing ram air pressure and a following collapse of the canopy in time and you can react promptly. Even if the pilot doesn’t react, the HYPE will not collapse immediately. However, with Active Piloting you can increase safety.
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Examples: Flying into strong thermals – release the brakes. Flying into falling airstream – pull the brakes. This way you avoid too extensive changes of the angle of attack. In turbulent air, you feel the releasing pressure in parts of the glider and at the brakes. Balance that by shortly pulling the brakes a little lower until the pressure is coming back. Always do that softly and progressively. Don’t slow down your paraglider too fast and too much – danger of stall! As you know: By active flying you avoid almost all deformations of the glider in advance. Accelerated flying: Using the acceleration system you may need a slight effort. This can affect the sitting position in the harness. Therefore we recommend an upright position in the harness. Adjust the harness with your first attempt of acceleration. We remind you to only fly in wind conditions that can be controlled by the paraglider in a normal position. To reach the maximum speed press the acceleration system consistantly until both pulleys of the A-riser touch each other. As soon as you use the acceleration system the angle of attack will be reduced. That way the speed increases but the paraglider also becomes unstable and can collapse more easily. Therefore, use the acceleration system always with security distance to the ground, obstacles and other flight vehicles. Avoid a too limited adjustment of the brake line. Accelerated collapses are normally more impulsive and demand fast reactions. CAUTION: NEVER ACCELERATE IN TURBULENT AIR! NEVER LET GO OF THE BRAKE HANDLES! In case the glider collapses you will have to release the accelerating system immediately to stabilize and re-open your paraglider.
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Landing: The Skywalk HYPE can be landed easily. At final approach against the wind just let the paraglider glide while slightly slowing down. At an altitude of about 1m above ground you increase the angle of attack by slowing down more and more and you flare out the glider. If you have reached the minimal speed, you pull the brakes fully. In case of strong headwinds, slow down very controlled. When you have reached the ground safely you should stall the glider carefully.



Motor Flight: You can look up the current status of the certification with engine at your dealer, national importer or directly with us. Certainly we will authorize the HYPE for engine. At this time (Mai 02) we don’t have a license yet.



Avoid landings with steep curves on the final approach: danger of pendulum effect! Packing your Paraglider: 1. Display the glider with the top sail on the ground. Straighten the lines of the corresponding wing section and then have them fall onto the buttom sail without creases. The risers are placed parallel in the center of the wing at the trailing edge 2. Place the tips to the middle and then fold the sail with a width of 40 – 50 cm. The leading edge is supposed to be fold in half. 3. Stroke out the air in the direction towards leading edge. 4. Then fold or role the canopy in 4 or 5 hits from the trailing edge towards the leading edge. The packing tape makes the transport in and out of the pack bag easier. Note: Do not pack your Skywalk HYPE too tight. Handle the reinforcements in the area of the leading edge with care. That way your paraglider will last a long time! Towing: The Skywalk HYPE is very suitable for towing . Concentrate on climbing from the ground in a flat angle. the pilot must have a valid towing license the used winch has to be authorized The winch driver must have a towing license which includes paragliding. At towing always steer sensitively, do not brake too much, because the paraglider already flies with an increased angle of attack.
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Chapter 5 - Descending



techniques



The „HYPE Primer“ is not a textbook. According to the regulations, the training in the individual countries must be carried out at a licensed school. The following information allows you to bring out the best of your Skywalk HYPE. Spiral: You can start the spiral by carefully pulling the brake on one side and a clear weight shift to the inside of the curve. If a raise of the bank angle doesn’t appear and the sink rate doesn’t increase, you should try again. Don’t simply press without any sensitivity. The Skywalk HYPE shows the initial stage of the spiral with a high bank angle and flies a fast steep curve. You control the position and the sink rate by controlled pulling or slackening of the inner-curve brake line. The spiral is the fastest way to lose altitude. CAUTION: A HIGH SPEED OF DECLINE CAUSES HIGH PHYSICAL STRAIN DUE TO CENTRIFUGAL FORCES AND MAY CAUSE TROUBLE TO UNPRACTICED PILOTS. Straining the stomach muscles during the spiral may help. If you feel dizzy or think you may faint you have to release the spiral! Because of the extreme altitude loss in the spiral dive you always have to keep enough security altitude. To avoid strong pendular movements at the conclusion of the spiral you have to release the inner-curve brake, the outer-curve brake stays slightly slowed down. The Skywalk HYPE doesn’t have any tendency for continuing a spiral dive. In case it keeps turning under unfavourable conditions, e.g. unintended asymmetry of the cross brace harness you have to actively finish the spiral dive. Shift your weight towards the outside of the curve and you will clearly slow down more. A slow-down on both sides also takes the paraglider out of the spiral. Certainly the gliding follows a clear frontal stop which should be intercepted with the brakes.



B-Line Stall: The B-lines are pulled down symmetrically (ca. 20 cm). Keep the brake handles in the respective hand. The airflow on the top side of the profile largely breaks off and the paraglider turns into a dive without flying forward. By pulling the B-lines stronger the canopy surface becomes smaller and the drop speed increases. You may counteract this by symmetrically releasing the B-lines. The paraglider will turn forward and pick up speed. If the canopy forms a semi-circle at the front you have to finish the B-Stall immediately. In case the top sail doesn’t open you may support the opening process by braking gently.



Remember: Steering forces are a lot higher in a spiral dive than in regular flight maneuvers. 16
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„Big Ears“: In contrast to the spiral dive and the B-line stall, the „big ear“- sail configuration results in increased forward speed and decreased drop speed. The „big ear“ move is used to avoid dangerous areas in horizontal direction. Examples: In strong winds or below a thunder cloud at low altitude, neither B-Stall nor spiral dive will help. „Big Ears“ are a easy way out, though. Also in case the pilot is rising too fast it is advisable to leave the area by using the „Big Ears“ move.



CAUTION: EVERY DESCENDING TECHNIQUE SHOULD BE TRAINED IN CALM AIR AND IN SUFFICIENT ALTITUDE BEFORE USING THEM IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS AND IN TURBULENT AIR. Any Extreme Flight Maneuver and Descending Technique demand: training with an instructor in a flight school or in a security training double-checking for sufficient altitude and clear air space below permanent visual contact with the canopy



In order to fold the wing tip, the outer A-lines which are combined in a separate A-belt have to be pulled. This way, the outside wings will fold and the Skywalk HYPE will turn into a stable forward flight. The brake handle stays in your hand, together with the outer A-Ropes. One-sided braking and weight shifting enable you to navigate your paraglider. In order to increase the drop and forward speed you can optimize this maneuver by using the accelerating system. The risk of canopy destabilization in turbulent air is clearly reduced with the „Big Ears“! You may end this maneuver by releasing the A-lines. The canopy will unfold automatically. To accelerate the unfolding, you may slow down a little. It is advisable to unfold one side after the other. The risk of a airflow break-off will be low then.
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Chapter 6 -



Extreme Flight Maneuvers



Asymmetric collapse : In strong turbulence, the canopy may collapse. The HYPE will open up automatically within a turn of 180°. The resulting sharp turning of a single-side collapse may be minimized by braking on the open side. In case the canopy is critically collapsed you will have to use the brakes sensitively in order to avoid a airflow break-off (Stall).



The parachutal stall : (the paraglider has no forward speed and increased descending speed) The parachutal stall may follow a too passively released B-Stall. Erodet canopy fabric (excessive UV-radiation!) or frequent glider towing result in higher risk of a parachutal stall. The pilot may stop the steady the parachutal stall by slightly pressing the A-Belts forward at the level of the line shackles, or by using the Accelerator.



In case the canopy still doesn’t unfold you can accelerate the unfolding procedure by repeatedly pulling the brake on the folded side.



Usually the Skywalk HYPE finishes the the parachutal stall automatically.



Line twisters/line over sail situations: This flight/sail condition never occured at any of our test-flights with the Skywalk HYPE. Still, in extreme turbulence or by extreme steering mistakes of the pilot, the folded surfaces might get tangled between the lines. The pilot then may stabilize the paraglider by carefully counter-braking. Without immediate reaction of the pilot a tangled paraglider will turn into a steady spiral dive.



CAUTION: AS SOON AS YOU USE THE BRAKES AT THE PARACHUTAL STALL THE PARAGLIDER WILL IMMEDIATELY TURN INTO A FULLSTALL. NON OF THE ABOVE TECHNIQUES MAY BE USED IN LOW ALTITUDE DUE TO THE PENDULUM EFFECT. INSTEAD, THE PILOT WILL HAVE TO STRAIGHTEN UP HIS POSITION AND PREPARE FOR THE DROP LANDING TECHNIQUE.



There are several possibilities to untangle : Pumping on the folded side Pulling the Stabil-lines In case these maneuvers are not successful you can try to unfold the tangle by a Fullstall! Only experienced pilots, with a lot of flight experience in sufficient altitude should practise this maneuver! CAUTION: IF THESE MANEUVERS ARE NOT SUCCESSFULL OR IF THE PILOT FEELS OVERPOWERED BY THE SITUATION THE RESCUE EQUIPMENT IS TO BE USED IMMEDIATELY! Frontstall: The paraglider turns into a Frontstall by a strong pull of the A-Belt or in case of strong descending winds. The complete leading edge will fold forward across the whole wing span. Sensitive braking will reduce the pendular movements around the cross axis and will help opening up the canopy again. 20 The Skywalk HYPE is designed to unfold from a frontstall automatically.
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Fullstall: In order to start a Fullstall both brake lines have to be wrapped around the hands one time on both sides and then pulled strongly and symmetrically. The paraglider will slow down until the air flow breaks off completely. The canopy will drop backwards. Despite this uncomfortable reaction you will have to keep the brakes pulled until the canopy auto-stabilizes again. At the Fullstall the Skywalk HYPE flies backwards and does not form a semi-circle. This may be achieved by a smoother initiation of a fullstall. In order to leave the fullstall the pilot will have to release the brakes slowly and symmetrically. A sharp release of the brakes may result in a forward drop of the canopy while taking up speed. The pilot may counter brake softly in order to avoid a secondary front stall. CAUTION: IN CASE THE FULLSTALL IS RELEASED TOO EARLY, TOO FAST OR BY WRONG MANEUVER THE CANOPY MAY SHOOT FORWARD VERY FAR!



Negative turns: A paraglider spins backwards if the airflow breaks off over one half of the wing caused by the inside wing turning backwards from the flight direction. There are two reasons for Spinning: brakes are activated too sharply/strongly on one side only at slow gliding speed one side of the wing brakes too much The HYPE usually re-enters normal flight condition immediately as soon as the negative turn is released. In order to achieve that, the excessively activated brake needs to be released slowly. After a long-lasting spin the canopy might shoot forward and fold when the counter-action is too rapid. Cross-braced harnesses that are to narrow increase the spinning tendency with most paragliders.



Wingover: Alternating left/right curve maneuvers lead to an increasing side-angle position of the canopy. The pilot’s pendulum effect increases until the pilot may shoot above the horizontal level of the canopy. The outside wing tip’s load decreases to a minimum. Further letf/right curves are not recommendable at this stage since the canopy might fold up. CAUTION: FULLSTALL, SPINNING AND WINGOVER (OVER 90°) ARE ILLEGAL ACROBATIC FLIGHT MANEUVERS THAT ARE NOT PERMITTED IN REGULAR AIR TRAFFIC. WRONG OR EXCESSIVE STEERING IN THESE SITUATIONS MAY HAVE FATAL CONSEQUENCES !
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Chapter 7 -



Materials



Chapter 8 -



The Skywaly HYPE is manufactured with state-of-the art high quality materials! Skywalk has choosen the best possible combination of materials regarding durability, performance and longivity. We know that the durability of a paraglider is a deciding factor for customer satisfaction. Fabric and Profiles: Top Sail Bottom Sail Profiles Leading Edge Re-Inforcements



Porcher Marine Nylon 6.6 Porcher Marine Nylon 6.6 Porcher Marine Nylon 6.6 Dacron



Lines: Betech/Liros is the world’s leading producer of paraglider lines since a long time. We have chosen the NewDyneema PPSL 200 because of its minimum stretch and high durability. Even after years of use this line will look and perform „like new“. These new Dyneema developments reach the level of comparable Tecnora/Aramid lines without their respective disadvantages. Risers: The Risers are manufactured from 25 mm Polyester by Güth and Wolf. Stretch values, strength and stability of the webbing have a leading position among webbing products.



Storage and Material Check



With proper maintenance, your Skywalk HYPE will stay airworthy for several years. A well-treated paraglider lasts at least double as many flight-hours as a paraglider that is packed in its bag without care after use. Don’t forget: Your life depends on your paraglider. So you should treat your flight-partner appropriately! Storage: Store your paraglider dry, protected from light and never near chemicals! Dampness is a natural enemy for every paraglider. Therefore always dry your paragliding equipment in a heated room, before packing it away. Cleaning: Rubbing and cleaning leads to a faster aging process of your paraglider, even if it appears minimal. The PU-coated canopy fabric of the Skywalk HYPE prevents it well from pollution. If you still think that your paraglider has to be cleaned, only use a soft and wet towel or sponge without any soap or other detergent. Never use inflammable products. Repair: Reparations can only be carried out by the producer or by an authorized Skywalk-Service-company. Reparations by amateurs can cause more damage than results. Wear: The Skywalk HYPE mainly consists of Nylon fabric that loses strength and air-density under the influence of UV-radiation. Therefore unfold your paraglider only shortly before starting and pack it away directly after landing, avoid unnecessary sun exposure. Repair of lines: The lines of the Skywalk HYPE consist of a Polyethylen-core and a Polyester-cover. Avoid to overtax single lines because excessive stretch may be irreversible. Repeated folding of the ropes with creases at the same spot reduces their strength. Every visual damage of a line, even if it is only the line coating, makes an exchange necessary.
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Chapter 9 Order a new line only from the manufacturer or by an authorized Skywalk-Service-Company. Your paraglider school or your dealer will assist you with the exchange of a defect line. Check the correct length of the line before exchanging it by comparing it with the symmetric „partner“ line at the other side of the wing. After the exchange a rope-check will be necessary. The best way to do that is unfolding the paraglider on the ground! General Information: When you unfold the paraglider insure that neither the canopy nor the lines become too dirty since the dirt particles in the fibers can damage the material and may shorten lines. If the lines get tangled on the ground they may be over-streched or tear at take-off. Do not step on the lines and canopy ! Snow, sand or stones should not enter the canopy since the resulting weight at the trailing edge may result in slowing down the paraglider or even stalling it. Sharp edges damage the canopy. Take-offs in strong winds without prior line check may cause hard impacts of the canopy leading to rips in the canopy and torn lines. After landing the canopy should not come down leading edge first since this may damage the fabric. After landings in trees or on water you should check the length of the lines. After contact with salt water rinse the equipment thoroughly with clear water! A line plan is attached to this manual. You may also order it from the manufacturer or your dealer.
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Two-Year-Check



According to regulations of the DHV, you will have to undergo a maintenance check every 24 months. According to these regulations the Two-Year-Check will be carried out by the manufacturer or its representative or by the owner himself. The check has to be confirmed by a DHV-stamp. Missing that deadline or if the check is carried out by an unauthorized company will lead to immediate loss of your Skywalk HYPE DHV licence and all warranty and liability claims. We recommend not to do the check by yourself because without the proper instruments and specific knowledge the check will be insufficient. If the air-worthiness is not guaranteed all warranty claims expire. Changes at your paraglider: Your Skywalk Hype is manufactered within the permitted parameters of tolerance. These parameters are very narrow and should never be changed. The optimal balance between performance, handling and security can be guaranteed this way! Unauthorized changes cause an expiration of the operating license! ANY LIABILITY CLAIMS TOWARDS THE MANUFACTURER AND ITS DEALERS IS EXCLUDED !
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Chapter 10 -



Concluding Remarks



Your Skywalk HYPE is a state-of-the-art product and you will enjoy it for many years as long as you respect the maintenance and instructional guidelines of this manual. Respect the requirements and potential hazards of the sport and you will have successful and relaxed flights.



Chapter 11 -



LINE PLANS AND MODEL SPECIFICATION



The following described lineplans of the Skywalk HYPE only illustrate the rope configuration. Plans with single measures of lines and for further sizes are available at the Paragliding schools, the importeur or directly at Skywalk. The Downlaod Page of the Skywalk Homepage displays all the lineplans: http://www.skywalk.info



However, even the safest paraglider may crash in case of pilot error or meteorological underestimations. Remember that avation sports are potentially hazardous and you will be responsible for your own safety. We advise that the use of your HYPE is only permitted with officially recognized and certified back protectors, emergency devices and helmets. Authorization badges on canopy, GURTZEUG and emergency devices are obligatory! The pilot must have a valid licence and a respective insurance. Pilots fly at their own risk! We wish you blue skies, SEE U IN THE SKY - YOUR SKYWALK-TEAM
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